
For centuries, mankind has been acting silly over which came first: 
the chicken or the egg?

The Time has come to conclude.
For once and for all. 



First came a rubble foundation, over which we built walls 
made of rammed earth and adobe



On which we created a 
formwork for things 

to come, using 
ingredients simple 

and  nifty:

• A hosepipe 
• Some Sand

• A few Spare adobes
• Lovely poplar beams

And some mud to rule 
them all and in the 

lightness bind them..



Then came cardboard. Lots & lots of it!
We gave it a blanket of jute for that extra snug feeling..



Just in case you wondered, this is what extra snug cardboard 
looks like. We’re now ready for some play with strawclay!



So  roll in the war machines..
A regular cement mixer in this case (for peaceful purposes)



Grab all the dry woody biomass 
that you can find.  leaf litter, 

straw, cattle feed, sawdust, 
wood shavings (even human 

shavings will work) and other 
incredibly random stuff!

Get the mixer to gargle its 
mouth with some water and 

some clayey mud.
(on the left is a gross image of 
what the mixer’s mouth looks 

like when s/he’s gargling)



Now allow the mixer to 
regurgitate the well 

mixed contents from 
its mouth onto the 

pile of woody 
randomness!

Remember to stir           
it gently before            

you serve..



And what a serve it is!!  Smack on the face!!



Phew.. Mudfights can get exhausting. But they sure are 
rewarding, we just got ourselves a vaulted roof! 



Now for some context specific artwork. Note the precise 
chicken life cycle and alien- chicken gatekeepers..



A few brushstrokes with poster colours, and there we have it! 
The answer to humanity’s predicament!



which came first: the chicken or the egg?

Neither,
The chicken coop did.

Hah.



With somewhat  
sincere apologies,

Soar.hub@gmail.com


